EXPERIENCES & ACTIVITIES
FEUDI DI SAN GREGORIO - WINE ESTATE

WINE TOUR
WineVisionary Group
WINERY GUIDED TOUR AND
WINE TASTING
DURATION / 1.30 H
Winery Tour + 1 glass of TOP
wine / € 20 per person
Winery Tour and 3 wines
tasting / € 25 per person
Winery Tour and 3 wine
tasting, cheeses, and cold cuts
/ € 35 per person
For booking:
T. +39 0825 986683
E. prenota@feudi.it

Hospitality is one of the
symbol-values of Feudi di San
Gregorio.
The estate rises on the irpinian
vineyards, the soft hills of a
territory which is known for
centuries thank to the
authentic essences, colors,
and the embracing green:
Feudi di San Gregorio, is a
pure place where nature
mixes with the authenticity of
ancient traditions in a perfect
and natural balance, echoing
the native folk.

For us, The Winery is
something more than a simple
wine house: it is a place where
knowledge, tradition, passion,
and the link with our land are
deeply lived. We always
transmit them proudly to all
our guests.
Several proposals are waiting
for anyone who wants to visit
the Winery or let be guided
into a wine tasting and our
local products.
A multi-sensorial experience,
through the intense fragrance

of our herbal garden, roses,
fruit trees and our Barrique
cellar. A wonderful path that
leads all visitors inside the
lifecycle of the grape.
You are going to live all the
working and aging phases,
through an exciting path
which ends with the Wine
Tasting.
ACT TO BECOME!
Act to Become is not the mere
proposition you find engraved
upon the wooden barriques: it
is a true philosophy.

FORESTERIA
Country House
ENJOY A NIGHT INSIDE THE
FORESTERIA SURROUNDED
BY VINEYARDS

Sleeping surrounded by
vineyards: a unique
experience!

Winery guided tour with wines
tasting. Dinner at Restaurant
Marennà inside “il NIDO” a very
suggestive table, 7 courses
tasting menu with wine pairing.
In-room welcome amenities,
overnight stay in a double room
and à la carte gourmet
breakfast / € 550 per couple

The magic of exploring our
land: Irpinia, famous for the
alternated vineyards, the
beautiful fruit trees, the
colourful landscapes, and the
green hills.

For booking
T. +39 0825 986666
E. info@marenna.it

The perfect place to spend a
night in one of the most
natural and peaceful places
ever.

The best way to round off your
day, in direct contact with the
territory, through several
personalized experiences: we
invite you to discover Irpinia
and its excellent
denominations.
You will enjoy a welcome
bottle of DUBL in your room,
in an estate surrounded by
hills, vineyards, olive and fruit
trees. Our starred chef
Roberto Allocca will be
waiting for you at restaurant
Marennà.

Gourmet proposals, such as a
Tasting Dinner paired with
many typical own production
wines. Take the opportunity to
start your day with a relaxing
yoga session inside the
vineyards, followed by an
excellent and energizing
breakfast: you can choose
among a wide range of à la
carte proposals.
Enjoy the most exclusive
experience in the colorful
Irpinia!

RESTAURANT MARENNÀ
Lunch/Dinner - Tasting Menù
TASTING MENU DESIGNED
BY OUR MICHELIN STARRED
CHEF ROBERTO ALLOCCA
- Three Courses Tasting Menu
€ 65 / € 90 (with wine pairing)
per person
- Five Courses Vegetarian
Tasting Menu - € 80 / € 120
(with wine pairing) per person
- Five Courses Tasting Menu
€ 80 / € 120 (with wine
pairing) per person
- Seven Courses Tasting Menu
€ 110 / € 160 (with wine
pairing) per person

Marennà tells you the story of
what we are!
The Restaurant tables, the
lounge bar, the suggestive
“Nest” and the uniqueness of
The Theatre of the Wine are
the places where the constant
developing of our traditions is
told, just like a tale.
Time isn’t the main thing. It’s
the only thing! Enjoy quality
time with us through unique
experiences.

The value of Authenticity!
According to us, cooking is a
long and ancient ensemble of
ideas and values that started
from our origins and our land’s
flavors: Irpinia.
Our mission is to bring out the
best in our ingredients which has
been originally selected by our
Chef Roberto Allocca, to make
everybody enjoy the richness of
our territory.
Between tradition and
experimentation: this is the true
key-word that makes our
gastronomic proposal perfectly
authentic!

You deserve the will we offer!
Every ingredient is a little
treasure of goodness and
freshness: such as our biodynamic vegetables garden
and our local producers’
cheeses and meats, the wines
of our wine list, such as Feudi
di San Gregorio and Tenute
Capaldo.

For booking
T. +39 0825 986666
E. info@marenna.it

WINE & FOOD ADVENTURE
Tour of the Winery, Aperitif and Tasting Menu
GUIDED TOUR OF THE WINERY,
GOURMET APERITIF, TASTING
LUNCH/DINNER

A knowledge and wine
path.

Starting with knowledge,
ending with flavors.

Guided tour of the winery
followed by gourmet aperitif
proposals selected by our
Chef, paired with wine/
cocktail at Loung-Bar. Then,
dinner or lunch with 7 courses
Tasting Menu paired with
wines / € 200 per person

A guided tour inside our
Winery, the long and authentic
space that makes our
aglianico wines age. It could
be interpreted as an ideal
place for exchange and
culture; encounter and
knowledge.

The location proposals of
Restaurant Marennà perfectly
fit any kind of occasion,
meeting and season too. The
perfect environment to make
this adventure go on.

For booking

For us, it is an exchange of
ideas and values. For you, of
knowledge and know-how.

T. +39 0825 986666
E. info@marenna.it

Gourmet food tastings paired
with beverage proposals,
make your aperitif a true
moment.

A pleasant conclusion.
The last step of this multisensory experience inside
Food and Wine certainly is to
end tasting a menu in which
raw materials and traditions
are perfectly combined.
An awesome way to end your
tour: tasting menus ensure
you a flavored conclusion
through the wise combination
between wine and food.

TAURASI EXPERIENCE

A tour inside the ancient and precious vineyard
A TRAVEL INSIDE THE ANCIENT
IRPINIA’S VINEYARDS

Guided tour of the winery with
wine tasting, overnight stay at
our Country House in a deluxe
room with breakfast included,
dinner at the Marennà
restaurant inside the NIDO and
pairing of Taurasi Docg and
Taurasi Riserva Docg wines,
private transfer and tour of the
centenary vineyard, picnic or
light lunch in one of the typical
local restaurants.
€ 550 for two people

A unique experience.
Let yourself be carried away by
the silence and greatness of
the ancient vineyards that give
birth to our unique and finest
wines.
The perfect place to look and
to learn, where tradition
spontaneously mixes with
nature.
Land and Tradition.
A multi-sensory tour that gives
the authentic concept of land

and final product. Discover the
value of our ancient vineyards’
roots: a continuous line across
present, past and future.
The pleasure of meeting
authenticity and the most
ancient vineyards of the
region.

According to the weather
conditions, you would be able
to enjoy a picnic inside the
vineyards or a light lunch in
one of our affiliated traditional
restaurants nearby.

A magnificent tour of origins.
Once arrived to Feudi di San
Gregorio, you will have a tour
inside the historical winery, and
later a private transfer will lead
you to Taurasi.

For booking
T. +39 0825 986666
E. info@marenna.it

GOLETO EXPERIENCE
Abbey of San Guglielmo al Goleto
A SPIRITUAL AND
CULTURAL TOUR

The perfect place to walk
around…

treasure of the Abbey – are
waiting for your visit.

Guided tour of the winery with
wine tasting, overnight at the
Country House in a deluxe
room with breakfast included,
dinner at the Marennà
restaurant inside the NIDO
with combination of Goleto
and Gulielmus wine pairing,
private transfer and tour at the
Abbey of Goleto, picnic or
light lunch in one of the typical
local restaurants.

…and discover the cultural
heritage of an ancient folk.
Founded by San Guglielmo of
Vercelli, Goleto Abbey rises on
the green hills of Irpinia, in
Sant’Angelo de Lombardi. The
historical building was
originally founded for
religious matters.

The religious building had
also inspired our Feudi di San
Gregorio Greco di Tufo. An
experimented product,
famous for its precision and
refinement: the Goleto Wine.

€ 550 for two people

From Romanesque to
gothic: a true art transition.
The wonderful works of art
and the relics of San Luca – the

A historical and cultural
travel inside the origins of
our land.
Once arrived to Feudi di San
Gregorio, you will have a tour
inside the historical winery,

and later a private transfer will
lead you to the gorgeous
Abbey.
A guide will lead you to the
relics of this ancient building
and, according to the weather
conditions, you will taste a
pleasant picnic. Otherwise, a
savored lunch in one of our
local and typical Restaurants
nearby.
For booking
T. +39 0825 986666
E. info@marenna.it

ANTHEMIS EXPERIENCE
The Abbatial Palace of Loreto
A REMARKABLE EXAMPLE
OF 17TH CENTURY
ARCHITECTURE AND
DESIGN.

Winery Tour, Wine Tasting,
night spent in deluxe king
room with breakfast included,
dinner at Restaurant Marennà
with wine pairing, inside the
NIDO, private transfer, guided
tour at the Abbatial Palace of
Loreto and Benedictine
Fathers’ liquors tasting onsite.
€ 550 per due persone

The laboriousness of
Benedictine Fathers and the
officinal herbals of Partenio
Mount.

vegetation that allowed the birth
of the Benedictine Fathers’ liquor.
A tradition that survives from
centuries.

A place devoted to keeping the
historical and research memory,
an amount of studies and
publications about this wonderful
architectonic jewel, with a unique
octagonal shape, not so far from
Montevergine Sanctuary.

Anthemis: drop of emerald.

The house of production of a
centenary recipe liquor.
The Abbatial Palace of Loreto is
embedded inside a place with a
large presence of essences and

Discovering the origins of a
unique territory that reflects
values and symbols: a flavored
experience, among the
gourmet proposals, the wise
wine pairing, and a night spent
in King Deluxe Room,
surrounded by a spontaneous
place. Exploring the most
historical and religious faces
and shapes, inside the green

Irpinia, getting in touch with a
unique terroir which gives
birth to authentic products: it
involves all the working
phases, from infusion to
bottling. The Abbatial Palace
retains a great amount of
books, coming from the State’s
Library of Montevergine; the
Pharmacy, which keeps
different kinds of typical flora
and the ancient scrolls.
For booking:
T. +39 0825 98666
info@marenna.it

RENDEZ-VOUS
The Wine Theatre
A PERFORMANCE OF FOOD
AND WINE, TASTING AND
CONVIVIALITY
Arrival to Feudi di San Gregorio,
guided Winery Tour, Wine
Tasting paired with gourmet food
proposals by our Chef, sitting on
the sofas of the Wine Theatre / €
50 per person.
Sparkling wine, cocktails and so
many other gourmet food
tastings will not miss for a
pleasant night into an exclusive
location.
For booking
T. +39 0825 986666
E. info@marenna.it

A convivial date at the
“theatre”.

To go on stage, every opera
needs a theatre.

Food&Wine pairing: an
authentic art!

The Balthazar Room, also
known as The Wine Theatre, is
our special and gorgeous
“jewel in the crown”.
Thirty-two seats and located
inside the Restaurant
Marennà. The design and
layout is an echo of a typical
theatre, an emblematic and
original place.
Built for the greatest wines
tasting and the most
honorable formats, precisely
Balthazar.

Sitting on comfortable sofas,
the Wine Theatre plays with
warm lights and a fine
atmosphere.
The facing marble worktable
immediately “breaks” the
elegance and sophistication of
the whole room.

The balance of Food and
Wine can be compared to the
meeting between two formally
biological elements that give
birth to a sensory moment.
The ability to combine them
properly is the additional
value to make this moment
suggestive.

Our Michelin starred Chef
Roberto will guide your
sensory experience with his
special advice and gourmet
proposals.

For a totalizing experience, we
recommend you a dinner or
an aperitif sitting at our Social
Tables.

COOKING CLASS
Chef Roberto Allocca
WEAR THE APRON AND
BECOME A CHEF FOR A DAY AT
RESTAURANT MARENNÀ

Cooking class, choosing
among homemade pasta,
bread and dessert, at
restaurant Marennà.
Chef’s apron, hat, recipe book
and special gift included.
Activity duration / 2 Hrs
Number of participants from 2
to 6 / € 135 per person
For booking
T. +39 0825 986666
E. info@marenna.it

There is no sincerer love than
the love of food.

Creativity and Tradition: our
key words.

One-hundred-twenty minutes
to fall in love.

The idea of Marennà about
cooking is not a mere meal
preparation, it is more than it
appears.

The quality of our local raw
materials is one of the most
important key words of our
philosophy. The aim is to bring
out the flavours and
authenticity of local products,
such as wine.

Once arrived to Restaurant
Marennà, Chef Roberto
welcomes and leads you to his
beloved laboratory
surrounded by the beautiful
vineyards.
Typical accessories will be
given to all the participants
and the Class can start!
Take the chance to taste your
works and do not forget to
bring with you a typical gift as
a memory.

Our Michelin Starred Chef,
Roberto Allocca smartly
focuses on this difference,
combining in a precise way,
sometimes experimental,
savour and knowledge.

Our chef experience in the
kitchen, practice and advice
will guide you into one of the
most beautiful arts in the
world: cooking.

APERITIF
Restaurant Marennà
BEFORE OR AFTER DINNER,
IT IS ALWAYS A GOOD
MOMENT TO CHEER!
Three gourmet food tastings,
paired with a glass of wine or
DUBL / € 25 per person
Three gourmet food tastings,
paired with a glass of
champagne or a cocktail from
our cocktail selection list / € 30
per person
For booking
T. +39 0825 986666
E. info@marenna.it

Peace in the world certainly
has an aperitif in hand.
Let us show one of the most
expressive proposals at
Restaurant Marennà. We do
not stop pursuing our
authentic values, such as
sharing happiness and
cheering. Before or after
dining, sitting at our lounge
bar tables, or enjoying a
sunset on the terrace, and
even at the “Social Tables”.

The ideal moment you can
offer time to yourself and to
people you love the most.
Occasion, meeting, tasting
and endless pleasure.
Wine, cocktails or a distillate:
whatever it is, our Chef
Roberto’s creativity and
refinement makes this the best
moment to cheer and taste
our significant concepts,
meeting and conviviality.

Share the love with your
beloved people.
Get inspired by our special
gourmet that enhances and
combines informality, thanks
to our different location
proposals, and the quality of
food and beverage.
Marennà offers the best
solution to make it perfect in
any season.

PIC-NIC

Plunged into the green of Feudi di San Gregorio
THE HEALTH OF NATURE,
THE ANCIENT VINEYARDS
AND A GOURMET BASKET
Gourmet Pic-Nic / € 35 per
person
Pic-Nic for kids / € 15 per
person
*Wine pairing not included.
For booking
T. +39 0825 986666
E. info@marenna.it

Nature, food and wine: the
perfect trinomial.

A well-equipped
experience!

Simplicity, without
sacrificing the goodness.

A multi-sensory experience:
our pic-nic proposal wakes up
your five senses. Nature, food
and conviviality melt together
to offer the ultimate moment.

Everything is at your disposal
to spend as well as possible a
multi-sensory and pleasant
adventure in harmony with
nature.

Paired with our wineries’
wines, our special gourmet
foods in terms of “wild” will
leave you speechless.
Sitting upon the grass of our
awesome garden.

Get carried away by the
silence of vineyards and the
authentic taste of our local
products, together with your
beloved ones.

A green and sinuous
background embraces the
lovers of nature who can
combine sight, taste and
touch.
Whatever it is, in relax or just
convivial, the pic-nic is always
the right solution for people
who do not want to sacrifice
landscapes and tasting.

D&D CHEESES
Cheeses from Northern Irpinia
TRADITION AND CULTURE
OF GOODNESS, PROCESSED
RAW MATERIALS AND
TRUSTING PRODUCTS
Guided Tour inside the stable
where milk is collected, tour to
the ancient maturing craves
inside the old town; tour of
the oil mil, spinning mil and
the barn. Tasting of 4 D&D
products / € 50 per person
For booking
T. +39 0825 986666
E. info@marenna.it

The “T” Trinomial.

To do good we need good.

Territory, Tradition and Talent
are the three keywords and
the strengths of the D&D farm.

Thanks to direct knowledge of
milk, passion for production
and the highest professionality
D&D produces savored and
healthy cheeses.

Their cheeses are born from
the research and the skilled
combination of high quality
raw materials, respecting the
environment.
The authentic taste is
guaranteed by the slow and
natural maturing process
inside millennial craves.

Secrets and traditionality are
the most important properties
and part of a system of values
that become the instruments
and the whole knowledge of
producers.

Discovering the “Milkyway”.
The ideal path to get in
contact with the cheeses
production world. An exciting
experience where you find
authenticity and true origin.
Irpinia: a rich and precious
land. Take the chance to learn.

YOGA/FITNESS

Yoga/Fitness Sessions inside the Vineyards
A MAGICAL PLACE, THE
PEACE OF MEDITATION AND
THE SPIRIT OF MOVEMENT
One-to-one Yoga/Fitness class
/ € 60 per person
Group Yoga/Fitness class up
to 4 persons / € 25 per
persons
Duration: 50 minutes
*The proposal includes the
equipment you need for the
Class.
For booking
T. +39 0825 986666
E. info@marenna.it

Health and wellness in
nature.

An unexpected and
encompassing path.

The awesome landscapes as a
frame and context to get
involved into meditation.
A fusion between nature and
mind.

Absorb the energy of green.
Test yourself and your senses.
However, or whoever you are,
curious or passionate, this is
the right moment you can find
benefits.

Getting in touch with nature is
the best solution for a relaxing
and self-care moment…

Inside the blooming Tenute
Capaldo, let yourself be drawn
into the beauty.

Body and mind fusion.
Body and mind mix
embracing you warmly inside
the vineyards.
A unique activity that allows to
break away from the routine
and give oneself to peace.
Multi-sensory from the top to
the bottom of your body.

HORSES

Horse rides inside the vineyards
DISCOVERING THE GREEN
IRPINIA RIDING, THE PEACE
OF THE ENDLESS
LANDSCAPES
Guided horse ride, with
private trainer. Duration 60
minutes / € 30 per two
persons (up to 2 persons)
Guided Group horse ride,
duration 2hrs and 30 minutes
and lunch break / € 50 per
person (up to 4 persons)
For booking
T. +39 0825 986666
E. info@marenna.it

There's something about the
outside of a horse that is
good for the inside of a
man.
Man, animal and nature are
the primary elements of the
world. They are deeply linked
in a unique way.
Here is one of the proposals
and activities that certainly
enriches your visit at Feudi di
San Gregorio.

Irpinia, seen from the top.
A rich and coloured location
obviously is fantastic and full
of new emotions. The fine
occasion to spend time
outdoor galloping.
Enjoy the psychophysical
benefits: it is more than a
mere experience but
rewarding for mental and
physical health.
Get involved into this
awesome adventure and
enjoy the invaluable sense of
lightness and peace.

Dedicated to anyone. For
anyone.
In order to understand your
level of competence, the
coach preliminarily tests your
abilities. In this way, it will be
easier to assign you a horse.
The horse riding starts from
the Country House and will
give the chance to build an
impressive and magical
friendship.

TREKKING & BIKING
The landscapes of Irpinia
AN “ON-WHEELS”
EXPERIENCE, DISCOVER THE
WONDERFUL HILLY PATHS

What better way than
exploring and re-exploring
the land?

Rental of a pedal assistance
mountain bike / € 60 per day

However it is, on wheels or
simply on your legs, the
estate’s fields offer to our
guests a lot of unexplored
paths.

Tour leader who guides you
choosing the paths / € 60
(half day)
*Bike models and accessories
are available for any need and
experience level
For booking
T. +39 0825 986666
E. info@marenna.it

The awesome landscape
around entirely pays off your
efforts. A moment you cannot
give up.

The peaceful nature lived on
wheels.
Your body and mood certainly
will be grateful, step by step
(or ride by ride!).
The right moment to make
nature the perfect place to
have movement.
The virgin woods and fields,
immersed into the preserved
flora and fauna, are
recommended even for long
walks.

Stop. Breathe. Look.
Enjoy the green hills of our
lands, the peaceful and
charming landscapes. We will
help you mapping the paths
and, on request, lead you for
your walks on the natural
tracks.
An unforgettable experience
of which you will have a lasting
memory.

